
OPERATORS COMMUTING WITH A WEIGHTED SHIFT
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1. Introduction. We say that the sequence of vectors {yn}"» in a

separable infinite-dimensional complex Banach space B is a Schauder

basis if for each element f in B there is a unique sequence {c„} " „ of

scalars such that/= E-°° °nyn where the limit (in norm) is taken

independently in the positive and negative directions.

Given such a basis with ||y„|| = 1 for all n, let a= {an} "„ be a se-

quence of nonzero scalars such that the linear operator T=Ta defined

by PEc»3'n= E^n+i^n+i ls bounded. (A necessary condition on a

is that sup|a„| < °o.) J" is called a (weighted) shift operator.

The present paper defines an isomorphism between the ring of

operators commuting with P and a ring of formal "Laurent" series.

This leads to conclusions concerning the solvability of certain equa-

tions in T, including those defining the spectrum. Under reasonable

additional conditions the spectrum of P is a zero-centered annulus

(or a disc) with radii a function of a (Theorem 10). When this annulus

has nonempty interior, T has no reducing subspaces and no nth roots

(Corollary 2). In Theorem 9 a large collection of operators without

roots is exhibited.

The parts of the spectrum of P, cyclic vectors, and some material

on invariant subspaces will be the subject of a separate paper [7].

2. Representation. We shall endow B with the structure of a

Banach space whose elements are formal "Laurent" series. To each

vector/= E c*.yn in B we associate the series/(z) = E-» b„zn where

&» = c„(II"-ia«)~1 («>°). bo = c0, bn = Cn(llLn+xai) (n<0). Identi-

fying the vector / and its associated series by writing f=f(z) will

cause no confusion. The sequence of elements {z™}!!„ forms a new

Schauder basis for B because each z" is a nonzero scalar multiple of y„.

For f(z) = E^"2" we define (f)n = bn. The mappings /—»(/)» are

bounded linear functionals on B; the boundedness is established in

[l, p. Ill], where it is shown that, in fact, there exists a number

M>0 depending on the basis such that

(2.1) |(/)n|   =iM||/||/|HI    for all n.

These mappings are total in the sense that if (/)„ = (g)n for all n, then
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Note   that   |HI = III?-iO*l    (n>0),   \\l\\ =\\z°\\ =1,   and   ||*»||
= | IL°-»+i °<l_l (»<0). It is easy to check that Tf(z) =zf(z) for all

finB.

3. Commuting operators.

Theorem 1. Suppose f(z) = 2~2bnznEB has the property that for all

&(s) = Zcnz"£^ the formal product

/(*)*(*) =   Z (   Z bi-jCj)z>

lies in B (where the inner sum is required to converge in the usual sense).

Then the linear transformation S defined by the equation S(g(z))

=f(z)g(z) is bounded.

Proof. (5(g(z))),= (/(z)g(z)); = Z;=-« &wcy- Thus 5 can be defined

by the doubly infinite matrix (&,•_/) with respect to the basis formed

by the sequence {zn}l„. Now we simply exploit the fact that a

Banach space mapping defined everywhere by a matrix with respect

to a Schauder basis is bounded [2, Theorem 1, p. 689].

Next we present a converse to the above theorem.

Theorem 2. If the bounded linear operator S commutes with T, then

S is multiplication by the series f(z)=S(l)=S(z"). In other words

Sg(z)=S(l)-g(z)=f(z)g(z) for all gEB.

Proof. Let 5(1) =/(z) = Z&»s" and let g(z)=Zc»z\ For j^O,
(S(zO)i=(ST'(l))i= (P'5(l)),- = &,w. For i<0, (S(z>))i=(T->S(z>))i-j
= (ST~'(z'))i-j= (S(l))i-j = bi-j as before. Hence

(Sg(z))i = (5(i: cj))  = Z Cj(S(zr>)i =   Z bi-jCj=(f(z)g(z))i.
\    V    3 //»' j i=—00

Thus Sg(z)=f(z)g(z).

Define ff to be the set of "Laurent" series/(z) in B such that multi-

plication by f(z) in B is a bounded operator, which we shall denote

f(T). Theorems 1 and 2 show that under the natural algebraic opera-

tions and the norm ||/(z)||<F = ||/(r)||, ET is a Banach algebra.

Corollary 1. Two operators commuting with T commute with each

other.

Proof. Laurent series multiplication is commutative.

4. Analytic behavior in ff.
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Theorem 3. (1) The limits

/ rn-\-n \\\n

Rx = lim f sup   JX    | at |  J

and

/ ni+n \ X/n

R2 = lim (inf   JX   | a, |   1
(!-♦■   \ IB    i=m+l /

exist for any bounded sequence a = {an} _„• (Note that if a contains no

zero termsXIr=+m+i |a.'| = |lz"'+n|l/ll;iHI-)
(2) In the particular case that B is a Hilbert space and {yn} -» is an

orthonormal basis, (a) Rx is the spectral radius of Ta; (b) The conditions

(i) PJ1 exists, (ii) inf | a„ | >0, and (iii) P2>0 are all equivalent. When

these conditions are satisfied, P2-1 is the spectral radius of PJ1.

Proof. (1) Clearly if inf|a„[ =0 then P2 = 0. The existence of the

limits in other cases follows a fortiori from (2).

(2) It is easy to check that, for «>0, ||P"|| =supm]XjK=m+i |a*|.

which implies (a). The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is clear. When PJ1

exists it is easy to check that, for n>0, ||Pan|| =supm Hi^m+i l°»l_1

= (infmH^f+i | a,-| )_1, and then the rest of (b) follows without

difficulty.

For/(a) = Y.bnZ" in B define f+(z) = Eo" &»2" and/"(a) = E=l ^nz".

Theorem 4. If f(z)E'S (that is, if f(T) is a bounded operator), then:

(1) If Rxr^O, f+(z) converges to an analytic function on the open disc

\z\ <Rx.

(2) //P2 = 0,/-(z)=0.
(3) If R29*-0, f~(z) converges to an analytic function in the region

\z\ >R2.

Proof. ||/(P)|| ̂  ||/(«H|/||z-|| = || E&i>2n+i/IMI ^ NlkHI
/M||zm||, where we use (2.1) at the last step. It follows that

| ̂  |   g(mf||2i/||z»+H|V||/(r)||

(4.D "

= ̂ uP||2»+H|/||2H|J-w||/(r)||.

Taking the wth root of both sides we immediately obtain lim sup,,-,*,! bn\ Un

^Rx1, which proves (1). Theorem 3 shows that the equality P2 = 0

implies that infOT||z"!+"||/||zB!|| =0 for n>0. Now using (4.1), for n>0

we obtain
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|6_| s(irf|MI/ll«Hl)*ll/<r)l!

= Anf||z-+»||/HHl) M\\f(T)\\ =0

if A2 = 0, and then/~(z)=0, which proves (2).

If £25^0, by taking the nth root in the above inequality we obtain

lim sup^a, |&_„| lln^R2, which is (3).

Now let D = Da be the closed set A2g | z| gRx- If Ri9^R2, Theorems

2 and 4 tell us that every operator commuting with T is multiplication in

B by a Laurent series converging to a function analytic in the interior

ofD.

Corollary 2. If Rx^R2,

(1) T commutes with no projection except zero and the identity, and

(2) T has no roots.

In fact,

(3) if \\\ <Rx, then T—\ has no roots.

The same conclusions hold if Rx = R2 — 0.

Proof. When Rt^R2

(1) if (f(T))2=f(T) then/(z)(/(z)-l)=0on the interior of D. But

the product of analytic functions does not vanish identically unless

one of them does so.

(3) includes (2). If (f(T))«=T-\, then (f(z))n = z-\ on the in-

terior of D. But the function z—X has no analytic rath roots on D if

|X|<AX.
When Ri = R2 = 0 we have an analogous proof. The identities above

become identities of formal power series rather than of analytic func-

tions. But since the product of two power series is zero only if one of

the factors is zero, and since no rath power of a power series can be

the series z, the conclusions still hold.

There has been a certain amount of interest in invertible operators

without roots. The first example of such operators was given by

Halmos, Lumer and Schaffer [3]. In [5], Schaffer showed that if

{yn} - 00 is an orthonormal basis in Hilbert space and if lim sup„-^_oo |«»|

<lim inf„^oo|an| (and 0<infn|an| gsup„|a„| < «>), then T is in

the interior (in the sense of the norm topology) of the set of invertible

operators without roots. Corollary 2 above provides a large class of

rootless operators. An even larger class will be given in Theorem 9.

Invertibility is the next topic.
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5. The spectrum of T.

Theorem 5. 4 spectral mapping theorem. If R1t£R2 and iffES, then

spectrum f(T) 2 {/(X) | X£ interior D}.

Proof. Suppose /(X)£spectrum/(P). Let g(z) = (f(\)-f(T))~1(l).

Then g(z)(f(\)—f(z)) = l on the interior of D. Letting z = X leads to

a contradiction.

It follows immediately from this theorem that if Ri9iR2 and if

/£ff then/(z) is bounded on the interior of D by the constant ||/(P)||.

Thus convergence in ff implies uniform convergence on the interior

of D.

Theorem 6. DCZspectrum T.

Proof. We need only consider the case where Rx = R2, for the case

R2<Ri follows immediately from Theorem 5. When Rx=R2 = 0,

Theorem 4, part (2) tells the story. Otherwise, when (X—P)_1 exists,

(X—z)(X —P)-1(l) = 1 as formal "Laurent" series. Theorem 4 and

simple computation show that (X—P)_1(l) can only be Zo° X-n_1zn

if X| >A2, and can only be Z-l-^-"-^" if 0< |X| <Ai. Therefore,
if X0| =£i=A2, Xo is not a point of continuity of (X—P)-1, but every

point not in spectrum T is a point of continuity of (X —P)_1 [4,

p. 416].
Theorem 2 developed a functional calculus for operators commut-

ing with T. The next theorem shows that this functional calculus fits

nicely into the usual functional calculus [4, p. 431].

Theorem 7. Let f(z) be a function analytic on a neighborhood of the

spectrum of T. Then /(z)£ff. The operator f(T) defined by the usual

functional calculus is the same as f(T) defined in the remark after

Theorem 2.

Proof. First note that/(z) is analytic on a neighborhood of D, and

so has a Laurent series there, and the statement/(z)£ff makes sense.

Since the operator/(P) defined by the usual calculus commutes with

T, Theorem 2 shows that it suffices to prove/(P)(l) =/(z). In the

proof of Theorem 6 we checked this formula for functions of the form

f(z) = (X —z)_1, since for these functions the usual functional calculus

defines f(T) = (X—P)-1. In general the usual functional calculus

defines

f(T) =-1-. [ f(\)(\ - T)~>d\.

The curve C is chosen so that we certainly have
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/(*)s —■ ffwx - z^~ldx

for all z in D and thus

(/«)/ = — f fMfr ~ *)-l)jd\
LiciJ c

(where ( ),- here denotes the jth Laurent coefficient of the function).

Thus

(f(T)(D)j = -^ f f(X)((X - T)-Kl))jd\

= ^f/(X)((X-2)-1)i=(/(2))y

so/(P)(l)=/(z).

Theorem 8. Spectrum T is connected.

Proof. Otherwise [4, p. 421] for a properly chosen closed curve

C, P=fc (X—T)~ldk would be a nontrivial projection commuting

with P. But as in Theorem 7, we can calculate for j>0,

(P(D)y =  f ((X - z)^)jdX = f X-^dX = 0.
JC J XeC;|M>ftl

Similarly (P(l))y = 0 for j<0. Thus P must be trivial.
Conjecture. Spectrum P always equals D. Note that Theorem 3,

part (2), combined with Theorem 6 proves the conjecture for {y„} "„

an orthonormal basis in Hilbert space. In Theorem 10 we show that

the conjecture is true for many familiar spaces. But first let us reveal

some additional rootless operators.

Theorem 9. Suppose Rl9£R2,f(z) analytic and univalent on a neigh-

borhood of spectrum T, and f(z) has no single-valued analytic nth roots

defined on the interior of D. Thenf(T) has no nth root.

Proof. By the usual spectral mapping theorem the function g

inverse to / is analytic on a neighborhood of spectrum f(T). In [4,

p. 433] it is shown that g(f(z))=z implies that g(f(T)) = T. Now if
Sn=f(T), then 5 commutes with f(T), and so 5 commutes with

g(f(T)) = T. Thus by Theorem 2, S = h(T), where hE'S, and the

conclusion follows as in Corollary 2.
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6. A condition assuring that spectrum T = D.

Theorem 10. Let {y„} "«, be a fixed basis of a Banach space B with

||y„|| =1 for all n. Suppose:

(1) for each bounded sequence a the operator Ta is bounded.

(2) if 1 is the sequence of all l's, spectrum Tx is the unit circle. Then

if a is bounded, spectrum Ta=Da. (We shall call a basis satisfying

condition (I) an N-basis.)

Proof. We need the following

Lemma. The set of shift operators 3 = { Pa| Ta bounded} (where a may

contain zero terms) is a subspace of the space of all bounded operators on

B and is closed in the weak operator topology.

Proof. It is clear that 3 is a linear manifold. Suppose 7 is a directed

set, and a*= {a,j};°l_„, iEI, are sequences such that TSi are bounded

operators converging in the weak operator topology to T. If f? \cnyn

define [/]„ = c„. For any /££, [P/]n = limi [Pai/]„ = lim<(c„_iat„)

= cn-xO-n, where a„ = lim,otre. Thus Tf = 2~2cnan+xyn+x and P£3.

Now we prove Theorem 10. Let Halloo be the sup norm. We know

that ||Pa|| =||a||«o whenever Ta is bounded. Thus the map from 3 to

the Banach space of all bounded sequences sending Ta to a is norm-

decreasing.

If Ta is bounded for every bounded a, the map is 1-1 and onto and

by [l, p. 41] it is bicontinuous. We conclude that there exists a con-

stant N such that || Pa|| gAJ|a||M for all bounded sequences a.

For any bounded sequence a = {ak} we now define the sequences

a„= {anj}, «>0, by anj=Tll=Jj~1 «*• Since (ra)":yy=(ITit"+i a*)y/+»,
we obtain (Ta)" = (Tx)n~l(Tan). It follows that

sup IT I o*l ̂ ll(r«)-|| g||(ri)"ill|:raj|

z\\(Tx)»-iNsup  if   |«*|-
)     k-j+1

Taking the rath root and passing to the limit we find

Pi = lim || P0|| l/« = spectral radius Ta.
n—»oo

(Since lim^00||(P1)B-1||1'» = spectral radius Pi = l.)

Since P>aC7spectrum Ta, the proof will be complete if we can show

that the spectral radius of (Pa)_1 = A2_1 whenever R2t^0. But this is

the statement for left shifts analogous to what we have just proven
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for right shifts. Thus it suffices to check the hypotheses for left shifts.

(1) For every bounded sequence a, TaTx~2 is the left shift defined

by the sequence and is bounded.

(2) T{] has the unit circle as its spectrum.

Finally we note that everything in this paper remains true for one-

sided shifts (with obvious modifications).
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